Description of the report

CERAMIC TILE MARKET IN POLAND
2015 edition
The report titled „Ceramic tile market in Poland 2015 edition" is a study by Centrum Analiz Branżowych addressed to manufacturers, importers and distributors of ceramic tiles in Poland.

The report consists of six chapters presenting the most significant aspects describing the ceramics market:

- Chapter one presents the position of the Polish ceramic tile industry against other EU countries.
- The next chapter presents the latest results of ceramic tile manufacturing in Poland. Apart from the data on the value and volume of the manufactured tiles, results of the leading manufacturers are presented.
- Chapter three describes the export activity of Polish manufacturers. Data regarding the volume and major directions of Polish tile export are presented.
- Chapter four is dedicated to the activity of foreign tile suppliers in Poland. Results of the import volume in recent years are presented, including changes in the volume of import from the major countries.
- The following chapter presents data concerning ceramic tile sales in Poland, including sales by domestic manufacturers and foreign suppliers.
- The report is concluded with a forecast of tile sales by Polish manufacturers in 2015.
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Methodology

Research methods and techniques

- desk research (secondary data analysis),
- CATI (Computer Assisted Telephone Interview).

Data sources

- Eurostat,
- Central Statistical Office of Poland (GUS),
- Customs Service,
- reports by stock-listed companies,
- business intelligence units: Bisnode Polska, Info Veriti Polska,
- press releases,
- websites of ceramic tile manufacturers and distributors,
- National Bank of Poland (NBP).
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